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International MarketingSouth-Western College, 2006


	Thank you for reading our book! Practicing international marketing and writing

	a text on the subject have much in common. The focus is on delighting the

	customer; it is a lot of work; the competition is tough; and it’s fun to succeed.

	It is therefore with great pleasure that we present the eighth edition of International...
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Professional Pen Testing for Web Applications (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
There is no such thing as "perfect security" when it comes to keeping all systems intact and functioning properly. Good penetration (pen) testing creates a balance that allows a system to be secure while simultaneously being fully functional. With this book, you'll learn how to become an effective penetrator (i.e., a white hat or ethical...
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Profiling Hackers: The Science of Criminal Profiling as Applied to the World of HackingAuerbach Publications, 2008
Complex and controversial, hackers possess a wily, fascinating talent, the machinations of which are shrouded in secrecy. Providing in-depth exploration into this largely uncharted territory, Profiling Hackers: The Science of Criminal Profiling as Applied to the World of Hacking offers insight into the hacking realm by telling...
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Practical PCCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	At last, here is a book about the computers that people really use, with practical tips about how to
	use them. Practical PC provides a state-of-the-art introduction to Windows-based PCs, written in
	an easy-to-read style. In addition to the printed book, you receive a multimedia version of the entire
	textbook with videos and interactive...
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Python Penetration Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Employ the power of Python to get the best out of pentesting


	About This Book

	
		Learn to detect and avoid various types of attacks that put the privacy of a system at risk
	
		Employ practical approaches to penetration testing using Python to build efficient code and eventually save time

...
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Hacking: THE BLUEPRINT A Beginners Guide To Ethical Computer Hacking (CyberPunk Blueprint Series)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	Ever wonder how easy it is to hack into someone’s bank account info while surfing the net at your local Starbucks? Learning how to hack is one of the best preventative measures you can take when protecting yourself from other hackers. Hacking is often misunderstood and that is for good reason. Many people use hacking as...
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UNIX and Linux Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
The only Forensic Analysis book covering UNIX, which runs 37% of network servers worldwide.     

       This book addresses topics in the area of forensic analysis of systems running on variants of the UNIX operating system, which is the choice of hackers for their attack platforms. According to a 2007 IDC report, UNIX servers account...
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Therapeutic Management of Incontinence and Pelvic Pain: Pelvic Organ DisordersSpringer, 2007

	This 2nd revised edition covers management and treatment of bladder and bowel dysfunctions in men and women, pelvic organ prolapse, issues concerning the elderly, neurologically impaired patients and those with pelvic pain. New chapters cover quality of life, treatment of bladder and bowel dysfunction in children, the history of pelvic floor...
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Web Application Vulnerabilities: Detect, Exploit, PreventSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book is about Web Application Hacking.  The world-renowned authors teach the reader to use publicly available tools to conduct thorough assessments of web application. This assessment process provides the reader with an understanding of Web application vulnerabilities and how they are exploited. The book goes on to teach the reader to detect,...
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The Management Consultant: Mastering the Art of Consultancy (Financial Times Series)FT Press, 2010

	“The secret for success in attracting, winning, retaining and growing client business – whether working as an independent or for a firm.”

	Mike Lander, CEO, Consulting Strategies Ltd


	 “Richard knows what clients value and provides clear, practical and experienced guidance on how to become...
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The Dark Side of Leadership: An Institutional PerspectivePalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Contrary to the notion that leaders contribute to positive behaviour within organisations, this book reflects growing interest in the ‘dark side’ of leadership: the unethical and immoral personalities that can reside in positions of power. Drawing on empirical and theoretical analysis, the author examines immorality...
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Health Measurement Scales: A Practical Guide to Their Development and Use (Oxford Medical Publications)Oxford University Press, 2003

	This is the new edition of the highly successful practical guide for clinicians developing tools to measure subjective states, attitudes or non-tangible outcomes in their patients. It is widely used by people from many disciplines, who have only a limited knowledge of statistics.

	

	This thoroughly updated edition of Health...
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